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On the Theory of Ship Collision against Bridge Piers

Collision de bateaux contre des piles de ponts

Zur Theorie des Schiffstosses gegen Brückenpfeiler
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SUMMARY
The paper outlines methods to calculate the energies and impact forces occurring during the
collision of a ship with a bridge pier. A rational design of pier Protections and/or the required
strength of a pier itself is thus facilitated.

RESUME

Les methodes du calcul de l'energie de choc et des efforts de choc qui agissent au moment du
choc d'un bateau contre une pile de pont sont presentees. Les formules indiquees facilitent le

calcul des piles memes et le projet des dispositifs de protection contre le choc d'un bateau.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Es werden Methoden zur Berechnung der Stossenergie und der Stosskräfte beim Anprall eines
Schiffes auf einen Brückenpfeiler angegeben. Die angegebenen Formeln erleichtern den Entwurf
von Schutzeinrichtungen gegen Schiffsanprall und die Bemessung der Pfeiler selbst.
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1. GENERAL

In various countries general investigations on ship collisions with bridge piers
have been conducted on behalf of certain bridge designs and numerous accidents
in the past [\] to fbj, appendix.

In the following the impact energies and impact forces occurring during a collision

are being investigated. A general survey on protection measures is given
in [1].

2. IMPACT MECHANICS

The impact mechanics may be subdivided into internal and external mechanics f8J,
[9J and f\0j.
2.1 External Impact Mechanics

The external mechanics may be categorized in the summary impact theory for free
bodies, in the investigation of the influence of the surrounding water and in the
estimation of the elastic impact energy portion. The summary theory permits, as

we know, the calculation of the impact energy without knowing the impact forces,
by means of the principles of maintenance of energy, impulse and torsion.

The influence of the surrounding water is approximated through the introduction
of a hydrodynamic supplementary mass. For the acceleration in the direction of
the ship's length, this supplementary mass may be assumed to be constant with about
5% of the ship's displacement.

Experiments were undertaken in Italy, Japan and West Germany to calculate the
supplementary mass for the lateral acceleration. The findings were that the
increase depends upon the ship's acceleration and the impact duration, and may a-
mount to 1,8 of the ship's mass (/"8/> Fig. 3).

In shallow water the supplementary mass increases, according to the German expe-
riments, still up to maximally 1,7 times more as compared to deep water ([%],
Fig.5).

While the overwhelming portion of the impact energy is transformed to heat
through plastic deformation and surface friction work, certain small portions of
the energy are also converted into elastic deformation work and hydrostatic
energy, such as sinking-, trimming- and heeling work. These portions can,
however, be left out of consideration in general, that is, in the summary impact
theory the value for the elastic back-resilience can be given as zero.

2.2 Internal Impact Mechanics

The impact force in a ship's collision is essentially dependent upon the deformation

resistance of the structural elements hitting each other.

The impact force P (t) is a function of the damage length a (t) on ship and pier.
The relation P f(a) depends, however, essentially upon the structural elements
involved in the impact, that is, upon their common dynamic deformation resistance.
Upon the amount of the kinetic energy only depends at which damage length the
closing-in movement ceases, Figure 1.
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Minorsky has systematically investigated
collisions between ships for the design
of the American nuclear powered ship N/S
"Savannah", [\\]. The finding of that
study was that a linear correlation
exists between the volume of the ship's
steel deformed in the collision of both
ships and the absorbed energy, Figure 2.

Minorsky's formula, modified as per f\Oj,
yields the following for the case of a

right-angle collision between two ships
where the Struck ship has no speed:
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Fig.2 Relation between absorbed energy
zlW and deformed steel volume R

for collisions between two ships.
From Z"! \J
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The hydrodynamic

1 i.
a, b:

R:

the part of the damage-causing
kinetic energy, which is trans-
formed
the energy absorbed in the area
of the damage, ^W AE
mass relation of the striking to the Struck ship
additional masses are contained in m^ and m^

kinetic energy of the striking ship

constants
a 47 MNm/m3

b 32 MNm

Volume of the steel deformed in the area of the damage [m3J

Since its publication in 1975, the correctness of the Minorsky formula has been
confirmed continuously through the results of real collisions and model tests.

3. APPLIED COLLISION ENERGY IN IMPACT ON A PIER

The impact of a ship against a stiff body can be treated in aecordance with the
process indicated by Woisin in [Bj for the external mechanics of ship's collisions
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The kinetic energy of a ship moving straight forward amounts to

EK - j-
m„ + Ai

with
m-f
-4m

the ship's mass
hydrodynamic supplementary mass

excess factor for the hydrodynamic supplementary mass

va ship's speed

The excess factor for the hydrodynamic supplementary mass in longitudinal direction

is set as 1,05, in lateral direction as 1,5 due to the short impact duration.

Thereby the kinetic energy of the ship before the impact amounts to

EKv= 2"-l,O5-mvv02

With a striking point in the ship's centerline the special treatment of the
ship's cross translation and the rotation can be avoided by introducing a reduced
impact mass:

mrei= l,5.mV7I
+ rt

with

i distance impact location — ship's gravity center
r mass radius of inertia.

An elliptic mass distribution over the ship's length and a negligibly small mass

distribution over the ship's width is assumed which renders i L/4 and r L/2
(L ship's length) and

uteA 0,3 m,

Further, it is assumed (Figure 3a):
— the striking ship has only longitudinal speed
— the impact angle to the pier amounts to CX

— the friction factor yU, between ship and pier presupposes |I*t 1 =/*,|pNI
— the friction is constant during the impact.

Fig.3a Geometry during impact

£<¦

.r,
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The impulses Ijj and Ix (Figure 3b) effect
with their components normal and parallel b)
to the ship's axis corresponding speed
changes at the ship's bow (simplified,
|l| is set equal to I in the following):

IN sin«
ZNV« 1,05 m„

IN cos OC

A^Vt- 0,3 m-,

Inj COS <X

1,05m.,

Ix sinot
0,3 m.,

A Tvc

^xv^

PnS In

* V.<?
f/X,o-y et

Ir» Pi

-90- a

Fig.3b Angle relations during impact

wi th Ix /Ulfl

Summed up we have for Zt<— T -pr (otherwise we set yU tanQt,

Ii\j(sino(, + yUcoscLi)
A v, Atfvg + Axvg

Av^ ANv,j, + Axv,.

1,05m,,

Ifj(cos ot - /tisinoi)
0,3 m.,

For the speed component v.. normal to the pier of the impact speed v0 at the end
of the impact we have „. _ nvjj v„ sin ct —*¦ O

From that follows
(vö sinöC - Avg sinoC - Ava, cosa) 0

v0 sincC Ijj (sinot.+ /6cos oi )sincc (cosoC- /üsinCX )cosoC
1,05m,,

+
0,3m A

Thereby we can calculate the normative size of the impact impulse normal to the
wall iv

i-N
lN sinOC

v(,m1»1,05 sini00+/<sine0co8Ot+ (cos^a-yOisinOt cos cx)l^y

To determine the applied impact energy, the left-over kinetic energy E^ h is
determined:

V^A= v" " ^v£ v"
J-N

1,05m. (since +/wcosa) v0 - iuv0 (sinoi,-t-yUcosoC)

cosoC - /tsinoi/
V9A ~ xtfv" Ö7286

%,h y1.05^^4 + I,0'3lnlvfl/l

K,h l ,05m,v^
~ l v„ j \,05 \v0

sin<X + /«cosoO r. oo^ -2 /cosOC -/Üsina
1 - ^ r^3—) + °.286in1x ö^—
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The applied kinetic energy (collision
energy) to be transformed by the ship
and/or the pier into another energy
form is hence

AE EK>V- Ek^^Er^
with »2=1- e^h

(for ^=lic"We have V, " '>•

see Figure 4.
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Fig.4 Part of collision energy Tj to
be absorbed by the ship and/or
pier in relation to the collision

angle ot and the friction

jx

obsorbed collision energy
initial ship's energy

Friction p
Steel - steel - 015
Steel - concrete ~ 035
Steel - wood - 065

4. FORCES OF A RIGHT-ANGLE IMPACT AGAINST A STIFF PIER

These impact forces can be deduced from measurements in collision tests which
were conducted for the most part in Japan, Italy and West Germany for the purpose

of developing collision protection for nuclear vessels.

In Germany the "Gesellschaft für Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schifffahrt
GmbH (GKSS)" and Howaldtswerke - Deutsche Werft AG, conducted in the years

1967-76 a total of 24 collision tests with 12 ship's model pairs with a scale of
1:7,5 and 1:12. Models of passenger liners, tankers and Container ships of up to
195,000 dwt capacity were examined.

From that it was estimated that the medium impact force

Pm - ^E (a: length of damage)

is approximately constant during the collision. The maximum impact force Pmax in~
creases at the beginning of the impact for approximately 0.1 - 0.2 seconds to
double the amount of Pm Figure 5.

Fig.5 Impact forces from a collision test
between the bow modeis of the passenger

liner T/S Bremen against the side
model of the N/S Otto Hahn, Test No. 1

of the GKSS. From [\2]
^VSfm.
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The correlation between
absorbed energy and damage length
for the 195,000 dwt large tanker,
the "Esso Malaysia" (Figure 6a)
is shown in Figure 6b. It is
evident from this that a ballast
water filling of the fore peak
shortens the length of the
damage and increases the medium
impact force by up to 50%. The
reason for this is found in the
stiffening effect of the water
filling which provides an
increased deformation resistance
because of its incompressibility.

In the collision tests of the
GKSS it turned out that the maximum

impact forces for a given
ship's construction were only
in second order — after for-
ward-quarter type and ship size—
dependent upon the kinetic energy

of the ship. From the results
of these tests Woisin concluded
for bulk carriers that the
effective maximum impact force
for an impact against a stiff
pier follows in first approximation

the formula

a)

A Depth
oodedr, in ballast

Model 1 12 Model 175

3237m

Fig.6 Collision tests of the GKSS with
195,000 dwt tanker "Esso Malaysia"
From f9j
a) Bow model
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b) Relation between
the collision energy
AE and the damage
length a in true size

0,88 Vdwt ± 50%

Figure 7, with

greatest impact force in [MNJ,
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Fig.7
Approximation for the
relation between the
impact force P and
ship's size [dwt] for
bulk carriers
From [2]
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dwt: carrying capacity in [t] as identification for the type of ship's structure.
The correlation between volumes in GRT (1 Gross Register Ton 100 ft3

2.83 m3) the carrying capacity in dwt (1 deadweight ton 1LT 2240 lbs
10.16 kN) and the water displacement in [t] [m3 water] is shown in

Figure 8.

Fig. 8 Relation between displacement
ft], load carrying capacity
[dwt] and volume [GRT] for

various types of ships.

•3 3

120

110

100

60 _
30

u 10

20 30 £0 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Displacement (1000 t I

The Variation of ±50% depends among other things on the structural type of the
forward-quarter of ships of the same size, on the external shape, on the type of
internal stiffening and on the degree to which the fore peak has been filled with
water.

The medium impact force Pm over the duration of the impact in aecordance with
Fig.5 amounts to about

pm ^ 1/2 P-mcut

and the corresponding damage length a becomes

Aea= p^T [m]

5. EXAMPLES FOR EQUIVALENT LOADS FOR SHIP IMPACT

On February 19, 1981, a tanker with 45,000 t displacement collided with one of
the main piers of the Newport Bridge, Rhode Island, USA. The massive foundations
remained undamaged with the exception of local concrete spalling /f137. The ship's
bow was flattened over a distance of 3,5 m.

Calculations in aecordance with section 4 would render:

Ship: tanker with 45,000 t displacement 38,000 dwt
max. impact force

P™*,x 0,88Vdwt±50% 0,88 ^J38.000 +50%

172 +86 MN

This force acts only over about 0,1 to 0,2 see.

Average impact force 1/2 R, 86 +43 MN
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kinetic energy: ER 1/2 • m-v1 • 1,05 - 1/2-45-31 1,05

2 13 MNm

AE 213 _ ._ +2,48
damage length: a — 86 ± 43 - 2,48 _0)g3 -

4,96/1,65 m

The actual damage length of 3,5 m indicates a relatively soft bow.

In 1961 a 35,000 dwt ore carrier (displacement 50,000 t) with a speed of about
4 m/sec collided with a circular dolphin of 13,7 m in 11 m deep water [\]. The

dolphin rotated so that its upper portion was displaced by about 3,5 m. The

ship's bow was crushed by about 1,5 m ("several feet"). A calculation of the
average impact force renders, assuming plastic behaviour and a central impact:

EKin 420 MNm

Pm " 3,54fl,5 84 m

In aecordance with section 4 the following is obtained:

Pm 1/2 x 0,881)35000 82 MN

420
a _ 5,1 m

In the new German Railway Code an equivalent load of 30 MN for piers of bridges
across the Rhine River is stipulated Z~147. This load was determined for a bärge
with 1800 t displacement (1350 dwt), a speed above ground of 5,88 m/sec and a

damage length of 2 m. From section 4 we would arrive at

Pmax 32,3 MN

AE =32,7 MNm

a 2,0 m

The similarity between actual and predicted results is quite good, considering
the possible variations.
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APPENDIX: Examples for Ship Collisions
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Sunshine-Skyway Bridge over Tampa Bay, Florida, USA.
Hit on February 9, 1980, by a 20.000 t - freighter. 33 persons killed.
Photo: Courtesy of James E.Sawyer, Greiner Engineering, Tampa, USA
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Newport Bridge over Narrangansett Bay, Rhode Island, USA.

Hit on February 19, 1981, by a 45.000 t - tanker.
Photos: Courtesy of Thomas R. Kuesel, Parsons, Brinckerhoff,

New York, USA
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Almö-Bridge over the Askeröfjord, Sweden
Hit on January 18, 1980, by a 15.000 t - freighter. 8 persons killed.
Photos: Courtesy of Construction News, London, England
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